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Abstract
The angle 2CaHa,NHN subtended by the internuclear vectors 13Ca-Ha and 15N-HN in doubly-labeled proteins can
be determined by observing the effect of cross-correlation between the dipolar interactions on zero- and double-
quantum coherences involving 13Ca and 15N. Two complementary 2D experiments with the appearance of 15N-HN
correlation spectra yield signal intensities that depend on the rate of interconversion through cross-correlated re-
laxation of in-phase and doubly antiphase zero- and double-quantum coherences. The ratio of the signal intensities
in the two experiments bears a simple relationship to the cross-correlation rate, and hence to the angle2CaHa,NHN.
Assuming planarity of the peptide bond, the dihedral angle 9 (between Ca and C′) can be determined from the
knowledge of 2CaHa,NHN. The experiments are very time-effective and provide good sensitivity and excellent
spectral resolution.
Cross-correlation involving interference between two
different relaxation mechanisms can provide a great
deal of insight into the structure and dynamics of
biomolecules. Various experiments (Dalvit et al.,
1989; Bull, 1991; Burghardt et al., 1992) have been
designed to measure the effects of cross-correlation
between two dipolar interactions. Cross-correlation
between the fluctuations of chemical shift anisotropy
(CSA) and dipolar couplings can also yield informa-
tion about structure (Tjandra et al., 1997) and local
motion (Fischer et al., 1997; Brutscher et al., 1998).
Recently, Griesinger and co-workers (Reif et al., 1997)
have shown how the relaxation of suitably excited
multiple quantum coherences is affected by dipole-
dipole cross-correlation, and how this allows one to
determine angles subtended between two internuclear
vectors that do not share any common nuclei. These
experiments bear analogies to recent solid-state meth-
ods (Feng et al., 1996; Schmidt-Rohr, 1996). In par-
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ticular, the relaxation of multiple quantum coherences
involving 13Ca(i) and 15N(i+1) of two neighboring
amino acids in proteins is affected by cross-correlation
between the 13Ca-Ha and 15N-HN dipolar interactions.
This allows one to determine the dihedral9 angle (see
Figure 1) that has been inaccessible until recently. In
a similar fashion, Kay and co-workers (Yang et al.,
1997; Yang and Kay, 1998) determined 9 angles
directly by monitoring the relaxation of multiple quan-
tum coherences involving 13Ca(i) and carbonyl 13C′(i)
of the same amino acid, which is affected by cross-
correlation between the 13Ca-1Ha dipolar coupling
and the carbonyl CSA.
In this communication, we describe how the three-
dimensional method of Reif et al. can be replaced
by two complementary two-dimensional experiments.
Both experiments of Figure 2 begin with a se-
quence designed to excite multiple quantum coherence
(MQC) 4NxCaxC′z involving 13Ca(i) and 15N(i+1),
which is antiphase with respect to the carbonyl 13C′(i)
(Bax and Ikura, 1991). Instead of letting the multiple
quantum coherence evolve in a 3D experiment as de-
scribed by Reif et al. (1997), a fixed delay T = 25 ms
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is used to allow relaxation to occur. During this de-
lay, the antiphase term 4NxCaxC′z is partly transformed
into a triply antiphase term 16NyCayC′zHNz Haz due to
cross-correlation between the fluctuations of the 13Ca-
Ha and 15N-HN dipolar couplings. The rate of this
transformation is determined by RCaHa,NHN (Table 1).
Experiment A is designed to detect the remaining
4NxCaxC′z term (which plays a role similar to that of the
‘source’ magnetization in NOESY-like experiments,
the amplitude of which is reflected in the intensity of
a diagonal peak), while experiment B allows one to
measure the amplitude of the 16NyCayC′zHNz Haz term
at the end of the T interval (this term corresponds to
the ‘target’ magnetization, with an amplitude that is
usually measured from a cross peak in NOESY). In
both experiments, evolution during T under the chem-
ical shifts of 13Ca and 15N is refocused by applying
two p pulses in each channel. In experiment A, the
first two p pulses are applied to 15N and 13Ca af-
ter T/4, and two more p pulses at 3T/4, so that the
evolution under the 13Ca-Ha and 15N-HN scalar cou-
plings is refocused at the end of T. In experiment B,
on the other hand, the first two p pulses applied to
15N and 13Ca are delayed until T/4+(8JNHN)−1 and
T/4+(8JCaHa)−1, respectively, in order to convert the
term 16NyCayC′zHNz Haz into 4NxCaxC′z. A second pair
of p pulses is applied to 13Ca and 15N at T/2 after the
first p pulses, so that the chemical shifts of 13Ca and
15N are again refocused at the end of T. In addition, a p
pulse is applied to 1H at T/2. In both experiments, the
4NxCaxC′z coherence is transferred back to the amide
proton after the T interval. The two complementary
2D experiments A and B yield heteronuclear corre-
lation spectra where the dispersion is determined by
the shifts of the amide 15N and HN in the &1 and &2
dimensions.
Various cross-correlation pathways (15 in number,
Yang and Kay, 1998) are active during T and lead
to a conversion of 4NxCaxC′z into a manifold of other
terms that are listed in Table 1. These terms can be de-
rived from Redfield theory formulated in the product
operator basis. The pathways due to cross-correlation
between the 13Ca or the 15N CSAs and dipolar cou-
plings involving the 13Ca, Ha, 15N and HN nuclei (the
last eight terms of Table 1) are cancelled in both ex-
periments by the p pulse applied to 1H in the middle
of T. Thus, these terms need not be considered in the
analysis. The remaining terms in Table 1 include six
due to dipole–dipole cross-correlation and one due to
CSA-CSA cross-correlation. These terms are not aver-
Table 1. Terms generated from antiphase multi-
ple-quantum (zero- and double-) coherence 4NxCaxC′z due
to interference effects between two different relaxation
mechanismsa
Interaction Term generated Rate
CaHa,NHN −16NyCayC′zHNz H az RCaHa,NHN
CaHN,NHa −16NyCayC′zHNz H az RCaHN,NHa
CaHa,CaHN 16NxCaxC′zHNz Haz RCaHa,CaHN
NHa,NHN 16NxCaxC′zHNz Haz RNHa,NHN
CaHa,NHa −4NyCayC′z RCaHa,NHa
Ca,N −4NyCayC′z RCa,N
CaHN,NHN −4NyCayC′z RCaHN,NHN
Ca,CaHa 8NxCaxC′zHaz RCa,CaHa
N,NHa 8NxCaxC′zHaz RN,NHa
N,CaHa −8NyCayC′zHaz RN,CaHa
Ca,NHa −8NyCayC′zHaz RCa,NHa
Ca,NHN −8NyCayC′zHNz RCa,NHN
N,CaHN −8NyCayC′zHNz RN,CaHN
Ca,CaHN 8NxCaxC′zHNz RCa,CaHN
N,NHN 8NxCaxC′zHNz RN,NHN
aAssuming the slow motion limit, only those interactions
which have a contribution to the spectral density
function at zero frequency, Ja(0), have been
considered. The rates Rij,kl, Ri,jk and Ri,j denote
dipole-dipole, CSA-dipole and CSA-CSA cross-
correlation rates, respectively. These are given by:
Rij,kl = (m0h¯/2p)2(gigjgkgl/r3ijr3kl)Y20(2ij,kl)Ja(0);
Ri,jk = (m0h¯/2p)(gigjgk1siB0/r3jk)Y20(2i,jk)[2Ja(0)/3];
Ri,j = (gigj1si1sjB20)Y20(2i,j)[2Ja(0)/9], where
Y20(2) = (3 cos22− 1)/2 and Ja(0) = 2S2tc/5, S2 is
the generalized order parameter (Lipari and Szabo, 1982)
and tc is the global correlation time (assuming isotropic
overall tumbling). The chemical shift tensors have been
assumed to be axially symmetric and the 2’s denote the
angles between pairs of interactions. The other symbols
have their usual meaning.
aged out in the experiments. The terms 3–7 in Table 1
are much smaller in magnitude than RCaHa,NHN and do
not yield the coherence we choose to detect, namely,
16NyCayC′zHNz Haz . These rates do not affect our results
as long as we are in the linear regime, i.e Rij,klT 1,
where Rij,kl is the cross-correlation rate involving the
ij and kl dipolar interactions (the term due to CSA-
CSA cross-correlation is also in this regime). This
leaves us with the first two terms of Table 1. The first
term, namely RCaHa,NHN is much larger than the sec-
ond term, RCaHN,NHa and thus the latter term can be
neglected. Note that the other rates could be measured
by slightly modifying the proposed pulse sequences.
For a given amino acid, the signals of experi-
ments A and B (which are proportional to the ex-
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Figure 1. (top) Schematic representation of the backbone of a pro-
tein with various dihedral angles. The angle 2CaHa,NHN subtended
between the vectors 13Ca-Ha and 15N-HN can be determined with
the experiments of Figure 2. (bottom) Antiphase double-quantum
coherence 4NxCaxC′z is excited starting from HNz via several INEPT
(dashed arrows) and refocused INEPT (bold arrows) steps. The term
16NyCayC′zHNz Haz is created due to cross-correlation.
pectation values of 4NxCaxC′z and 16NyCayC′zHNz Haz ,
respectively) have the following intensities:
SA = K
[
exp(−RAT− RCaHa,NHNT)
+ exp(−RAT+ RCaHa,NHNT)
] (1a)
SB = K
[
exp(−RAT− RCaHa,NHNT′)
− exp(−RAT+ RCaHa,NHNT′)
] (1b)
where RA is the auto-relaxation rate which need
not be determined and K is a common amplitude
factor. The period T′ = T− (2JNHN)−1 + (2JCaHa)−1
has been defined to account for the fact that the ef-
fective RCaHa,NHN rate changes sign because of the
p pulses applied to the 13Ca and 15N channels (see
Figure 2). The ratio of the signals in Equation 1 has a
simple dependence on RCaHa,NHN:
SA/SB =
[
exp(−RCaHa,NHNT)+ exp(RCaHa,NHNT)
]
/[
exp(−RCaHa,NHNT′)
− exp(RCaHa,NHNT′)
] (2a)
Since (T− T′) = (2JNHN)−1 − (2JCaHa)−1, i.e.
typically 2 ms, we have (T− T′)RCaHa,NHN  1,
hence
SA/SB ≈ − coth(RCaHa,NHNT′)
+(T− T′)RCaHa,NHN (2b)
The second term on the right-hand side of Equa-
tion 2b is less than 1% of the first, and thus can be
neglected. Equation 2b transforms to:
SB/SA ≈ − tanh(RCaHa,NHNT′) (2c)
This expression is analogous to the one obtained
by Tjandra and Bax (1997) in their experiments de-
signed to measure the interference between 15N CSA
and 15N-HN dipolar couplings in proteins.
Assuming planarity of the peptide bond, the back-
bone dihedral angle 9 (see Figure 1) is related to
the angle 2CaHa,NHN subtended by the 13Ca-Ha and
15N-HN vectors (Reif et al., 1997):
cos2CaHa,NHN = 0.163+ 0.819 cos(9 − 119◦)
(3)
The two complementary spectra of doubly labeled
human ubiquitin are shown in Figure 3. The relax-
ation period, T, is set to a multiple of (JCaCb)−1 in
order to minimize losses due to this scalar coupling.
This causes the residues on the C-terminal side of
glycines (which lack Cb atoms) to lead to negative
signals (filled in black) in experiment A. In addition
to this effect, the sign of a cross peak in experiment B
depends on the sign of RCaHa,NHN. In Figure 4, the
rates RCaHa,NHN calculated with Equation 2c from the
intensities in Figure 3 have been plotted against 9
angles obtained from the X-ray structure of ubiquitin
(Vijay-Kumar et al., 1987) using the program Mol-
mol (Konradi et al., 1996). Theoretical curves derived
from the expression for RCaHa,NHN in Table 1 and
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Figure 2. Pulse sequences employed to excite 4NxCaxC′z for the measurement of cross-correlation rates due to 13Ca-Ha and 15N-HN dipolar
interactions. Narrow and wide bars indicate p/2 (or 3p/2) and p pulses. The 13C pulses with 3p/2 flip angles have Gaussian shapes (Emsley
and Bodenhausen, 1989) of 300 ms duration and the 13C p pulses have shapes of G3 Gaussian cascades (Emsley and Bodenhausen, 1990a)
of 400 ms duration. The delays are t1 = (4JNHN )−1, t2 = (4JNC′ )−1 and t3 = (4JC′Ca )−1. The relaxation period T is 25 ms, 11 is set
to (8JNHN )−1 and 12 to (8JCaHa )−1. In experiment A the p pulses on the 13C and 15N channels are inserted before these delays (dotted
rectangles), while in experiment B they are inserted after these delays (dashed rectangles). The magnetization first evolves during 2at1 in
real time, then continues to evolve in the manner of a constant-time experiment to refocus the scalar coupling JNC′ . The constant b, which
must fulfill the condition 2a + 2b = 1, can be chosen to achieve the desired resolution, given by b/(t2 − 2t1). Sensitivity is enhanced by
echo-antiecho gradient selection (Palmer III et al., 1991). Unless specified otherwise, all pulses are applied along the x-axis. Corrections for
Bloch–Siegert shifts (Emsley and Bodenhausen, 1990b) need to be added to the phases marked with stars. The phase cycling is: 81 = (x),
(−x), 82 = 2(x), 2(−x), 83 = 4(x), 4(−x), 84 = 8(x), 8(−x), 85 = 16(y), 16(−y). Decoupling of the proton and nitrogen channels can be
achieved with WALTZ-16 (Shaka et al., 1983) and GARP (Shaka et al., 1985) sequences, respectively.
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Figure 3. Experimental data for human ubiquitin: (A) 15N-HN correlation spectrum obtained with experiment A. Negative cross peaks cor-
responding to amide protons in residues on the C-terminal side of glycines are filled in black. (B) 15N-HN correlations from experiment B.
The ratio of the cross-peak intensities of both experiments gives the dipolar cross-correlation rate RCaHa,NHN between
15N-HN and 13Ca-Ha
according to Equation 2c. If peaks are missing in the second experiment, this indicates a vanishing rate. The digital resolution in the &1
dimension is 11 Hz, and 128 scans were accumulated for each of the 148 t1 points, resulting in a total experimental time of 7.5 h per experiment.
The experiments have been carried out with a Bruker 400 MHz Avance spectrometer equipped with a triple resonance TBO probe at 303 K with
a 1.5 mM sample of 15N- and 13C-labeled human ubiquitin (VLI Research) in H2O: D2O = 9: 1 buffered at pH = 4.5. All data processing and
peak-picking was carried out using the NMRPipe and NMRdraw software (Delaglio et al., 1995).
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Figure 4. Experimental cross-correlation rates RCaHa,NHN as a function of the backbone angle 9, obtained from the X-ray structure of
ubiquitin, compared to theoretical curves. The analysis was performed for all non-glycine residues. The correlation time was assumed to be
4 ns. The curves correspond to different order parameters S2 between 0.8 and 1. The area between vertical dashed lines corresponds to the
a-helical region where the corresponding rates are very small because the angle 2CaHa,NHN subtended between the vectors
13Ca-Ha and
15N-HN is close to 54.7◦. The RCaHa,NHN corresponding to the four residues in the C-terminal loop (see text) with small order parameters are
indicated by open circles.
Equation 3 are also presented. A global correlation
time of 4 ns has been assumed. The experimental
points lie mostly between two curves calculated for
order parameters S2 = 0.8 and 0.9, most residues
in ubiquitin having order parameters in this range
(Tjandra and Bax, 1997). In Figure 4, the 9 areas
corresponding to the a-helical regions of ubiquitin in-
dicate RCaHa,NHN values that are close to zero since
2CaHa,NHN is close to 54.7◦. In general, the absence
of a peak in experiment B is a strong indication that
the corresponding residue is located in an a-helical
region of the protein.The four points indicated by open
circles in Figure 4 correspond to rates RCaHa,NHN that
are far smaller than those expected from the calculated
curves. These points belong to residues 72–75 in the
C-terminal loop which have very low order parameters
and hence low RCaHa,NHN values. A simple relation-
ship has been assumed to hold between the spectral
density functions for cross-correlation Ji,j(0) and the
auto-correlation spectral density functions Ja(0):
Ji,j(0) = Y20(2i,j)Ja(0) (4)
where Y20(2i,j) = 1/2(3 cos22i,j − 1) depends on
the angle 2i,j between the principal axes of the in-
teractions i and j. This assumption is reasonable for
nearly spherical proteins such as ubiquitin (Tjandra
et al., 1995).
The two complementary experiments described
above provide a very efficient means to measure back-
bone 9-angles. In effect, we propose to drop the
third dimension of the experiment described by Reif
et al. (1997). It is not necessary to have an evo-
lution period where the zero- and double-quantum
coherences are allowed to precess. Our experiments
have the same resolution as HSQC spectra and each
residue leads to a single peak. The ratio of peak
intensities of two experiments that can be recorded
in interleaved fashion is fairly reliable. However,
the transformation of the term 16NyCayC′zHNz Haz into
4NxCaxC′z in experiment B relies on the assumption
that all coupling constants JCaHa and JNHN are uni-
form throughout the protein. Variations of these cou-
pling constants lead to deviations of the signal SB by
a factor cos(0.5pJCaHa/ < JCaHa >) cos(0.5pJNHN/
< JNHN >), which amounts to less than 1% if both
scalar couplings deviate 5% from the average (indi-
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cated by the ‘<>’). Another source of error could
result from the passive 1JCaN couplings (7–11 Hz)
which cause a differential attenuation of the signals in
the two experiments. This leads to an overestimation
of the signal amplitudes in experiment B. The rates
in Figure 4 have been corrected for an average 1JCaN
value of 9 Hz, resulting in a maximum possible error
of 2%.
In conclusion, we propose a pair of complemen-
tary 2D experiments which enable one to determine
the effects of cross-correlation between 13Ca-Ha and
15N-HN dipolar interactions on the relaxation of the
antiphase multiple quantum coherence 4NxCaxC′z. The
methodology can be easily extended to measure other
cross-correlated relaxation rates. Especially promis-
ing are experiments that employ selective pulses on
Ca nuclei in order to decouple Ca from Cb (Yang
et al., 1998). This allows one to reduce the constant
interval T, thus making these schemes applicable to
larger biomolecules. In the 3D experiments, however,
short constant time evolution periods lead to limited
digital resolution in the zero- and double-quantum di-
mension, thus hampering their actual use (Yang et al.,
1998). In our method, the duration of the relaxation
interval T is not dictated by the necessity to resolve
the lines of the multiplet in the third dimension. Fur-
thermore, if the signals overlap in HSQC spectra,
the dispersion of the cross peaks can be improved
by inserting an additional evolution period to allow
precession of the carbonyl 13C′ nuclei, which have
favorable relaxation properties.
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